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Where was this voice of David Brooks when the Republicans were dismantling 

government as documented by another conservative Republican, John Dean, in his 

thoughtful book, Broken Government?

It’s time we stop describing issues as being on a right/le! continuum, or a conser-

vative/liberal one, and start looking upon government’s role in terms of whether it 

makes sense or not, whether it works in practice or not. Health care insurance is a 

good example. Nearly every other "rst world country has a single-payer health in-

surance system resulting in lower costs and better outcomes. It works. #at’s what 

matters, not whether it’s “right” or “le!.” It should not be an ideological decision. It 

should be a practical one.

No one should go broke as a result of his or her health.

No one should pay more for health insurance--or worse, be denied it--because of a 

pre-existing condition. Why should someone’s life be destroyed "nancially, as well as 

in terms of health, by a serious illness like multiple sclerosis? No one chooses to have 

MS. It’s not a result of lifestyle decisions. #is country needs medicare for all. It’s not 

a matter of right/le!, it’s a matter of the best solution to a problem that’s collectively 

strangling us individually and collectively.

It’s time we stop throwing labels like “socialism” around loosely. #is kind of cheap 

rhetoric clouds issues and prevents clear thinking and decision-making.

I hope much of your dream comes true. I think that the electorate shares your dream, 

and that is why we elected Barack Obama to be our President. He has not sounded 

like a liberal to me in this campaign, but like a thoughtful pragmatist. He is thought-

fully pragmatic about the economy, about "ghting an immoral and expensive war 

in Iraq, about the distribution of health care dollars, about energy and its relation to 

security and the economy. Even on the subject of abortion his stance can be con-

strued as pragmatic -- an attempt to preserve basic constitutional rights, mindful that 

a government that can prohibit abortion can also mandate abortion. I think we will 

continue to "nd President Obama thoughtful and pragmatic during his tenure in of-

"ce as we did during the campaign, data driven and people-oriented, like the Bill and 

Melinda Gates Foundation. God help us all. Let’s go to work!

David Brooks makes at least one point that needs to be refuted, and energetically. 

#at is his call for the Obama administration to “postpone contentious "ghts on 

things like card check legislation.”

For the last $% years, our labor relations system has allowed the balance of power to 

shi! relentlessly in favor of employers. #is is evident in illegal "rings of workers when 

they use their lawful rights; the use of permanent replacement workers when work-

ers dare to engage in work stoppages; the rise of contingent employment in place of 

stable, secure jobs; and the general sense of precarity that a growing proportion of 

American workers has endured.

Infusing democratic provisions into US employment relations (as the card check 

system would do) should be viewed as a vital part of economic policy and an e&ort to 

achieve greater economic equality --not as some le!-wing power grab.

How could anyone disagree with that? Bush has genuinely and clearly o&ered full 

assistance with the transition. He was obviously moved by the election of our "rst 

black president. Now, if Nancy Pelosi and her ilk (total lack of professionalism and 

class) would get out of the way, maybe Americans will be served by their president. 

If not, it will be the same old partisan bickering and we might as well have simply 

elected Hilary Clinton.
Brooks is right. Forget do everything in '%% days. #e greater need is national unity 

and that means incrementalism in social policy and not antagonizing the center-le! 

of the GOP. #e only thing that I disagree with Brooks about is that he le! out the 

simplest easy but yet important issue that it should be easy to make progress on. Solve 

the Social Security De"cit by asking small,across the board saccri"ces in both bene-

"ts, revenues and age of retirement. Problem solved for another $% years. #e system 

as Liberals love it would be retained and no one asked to su&er very much! #e "rst 

thing that Obama would have to admit that he too would have to sacri"ce and back 

away from his silly campaign promise that the problem can be solved without age 

extensions or increased taxes beyond his mimimalist approach.

Although I agree with much of what you say in this column, one thing jumped out 

with which I must strenously disagree. It is a minor supporting point to your overall 

thesis, but it hit home with me.

You state that the Obama administration must “insist on ... preserving No Child Le! 

Behind’s accountability standards, no matter what the teachers’ unions say.” As a col-

lege educator and not a member of any union, I must object. No Child Le! Behind 

has been deleterious in many respects, but the one outcome which I see on virtually a 

daily basis in my history courses is the students’ lack of ability to **think**.

NCLB is tied strictly to levels of student performance on data-driven, standardized, 

computer-read tests. Students are trained to memorize data that will be or is most 

likely to be on the test (“teaching to the test”), regurgitate it, then forget it to make 

room in their brains for the next data set on the next test. #is is the “learning” (read: 

training) they are taught and they know little else. In fact, even the students them-

selves refer to their high school experience as “regurgitate and graduate”.

#e ability to analyze, synthesize and generally operate at cognitive levels beyond 

memorization and application of formulae is atrophied or absent in the majority 

of students I teach. #ey have no capacity for assessing information they received 

and making measured judgments about it and its import. I have students coming to 

my o(ce constantly who tell me that they study for hours and hours but just don’t 

“get it”. #ey do work so hard and come to me feeling so helpless, frustrated and, to 

quote many of them, “stupid”. I explain to them the di&erence between what they 

were doing in high school and what is expected of them in higher education, and give 

them study regimens designed to help them learn a di&erent way. Some just cannot 

“re-train” their brains, but the majority of students who apply themselves to the new 

regimen see steady improvement. It’s a joy to see the light of comprehension in their 

eyes and to watch the rising self-con"dence manifest itself in their classroom perfor-

mance and in their writing.

NCLB might have had some grain of a good motive behind it (although many, many 

educators saw and still see it as politically motivated), but its e&ect on a generation 

of students has been disastrous. Continuing it without substantially changing the 

program would cripple cognitively yet another generation.

Mr.Brooks: Your dreaming should be aimed at Limbaugh, Hannity, Savage, Richard 

Scaife and others on the right who, already on Wednesday, began the vitriol. Presi-

dent-Elect Obama delivered his version of a dream for getting us o& the track of the 

last eight years. #e GOP is shattered. It needs to regain some credibility by asking 

President-Elect Obama what they can do to help right the ship. For example, the 

Senate GOP will have a tremendous amount of pressure not to abuse the "libuster 

power that they MAY have. #ey can begin by helping to full"ll the Obama agenda 

and not setting up roadblocks with partisan "libusters. #e populace has spoken in 

landslide proportions in support of a dream. It cannot be compromised by measures 

such as you propose. #e GOP must say “How can we help?”

Your dream is inverted. Health care reform must come "rst. Hospitals will need im-

mediate relief from the wave of patients that won’t be able to pay as the economy 

continues its downward spiral. Access to health care in the greatest country in the 

world shouldn’t be determined by your employment status.
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